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Abstract. Self-reconfigurable, or metamorphic, robots can change their individual
and collective shape and size to meet operational demands. Since these robots are
constructed from a set of autonomous and connectable modules (or agents), control of the
robots and coordination among the modules are highly complex and challenging tasks. The
difficulties stem from the fact that all locomotion, perception, and decision making must be
distributed among a network of modules. This network has a dynamic topology, and each
individual module has only limited resources in terms of computational power and local
information about the topology in its neighborhood. To meet these challenges, this paper
presents a distributed control mechanism inspired by the concept of hormones in biological
systems. We view hormones as broadcast messages that trigger different actions in different
modules, and exploit such to coordinate motions and perform reconfiguration in the context
of limited communications and dynamic network topologies. The paper develops a primitive
theory of hormone-based control, and reports the experimental results of applying such a
control mechanism to our CONRO metamorphic robots, along with the results of
simulations.
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Introduction

Self-reconfigurable robots are highly desirable in tasks such as fire fighting, search and
rescue after an earthquake, and battlefield reconnaissance, where robots must encounter
unexpected situations and obstacles and perform tasks that are difficult for fixed-shape robots.
For example, to maneuver through difficult terrain, a metamorphic robot may transform into a
snake to pass through a narrow passage, grow a few legs to climb over an obstacle, or become a
ball to roll down a slope. Similarly, to enter a room through a closed door, a self-reconfigurable
robot may disassemble itself into a set of smaller units, crawl under the door, and then
reassemble itself in the room. To rescue a child trapped deep in rubble in an earthquake, a set of
small robots may form a large structure in order to carry an oxygen cylinder that would be too
heavy for any individual robot. As an example of such robots, please see
http://www.isi.edu/conro for pictures and movies of the CONRO self-reconfigurable robots.
Self-reconfigurable robots are constructed from a set of autonomous and connectable
modules. Although the physical realization of such robots is relatively new, much literature
exists for their control in simulation or in robots that have very limited reconfiguration ability.
[1-9] are examples of the related works. This paper describes a method for distributed software
control of such robots, based on the biological concept of hormones.
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CONRO System Overview

The CONRO self-reconfigurable robots are made of a set of connectable modules. Each
module is an autonomous unit that contains two batteries, one STAMP II micro-controller, two
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Figure 1 (a) Mechanical view of a module. (b) The CONRO hexapod
motors, four pairs of IR transmitters/receivers and four docking connectors to allow connections
with other modules. Figure 1(a) shows the mechanical view of a module.
Modules can be connected together by their docking connectors, located at either end of
each module. At one end, called module’s front, is a female connector, consisting of two holes
for accepting another module’s docking pins. At the other end, three male connectors are located
on three sides of the module, called left, right and back. Each male connector consists of two
pins. The front female connector has an SMA-triggered locking/releasing mechanism. Each
module has two degrees of freedom: DOF1 for pitch (up and down) and DOF2 for yaw (left and
right). With these two DOFs, a single module can wiggle its body but cannot change its location.
However, when two or more modules connect to form a structure, they can accomplish many
different types of locomotion. For example, a body of six legs can perform hexapod gaits, see
Figure 1(b), while a chain of modules can mimic a snake or a caterpillar motion. To make an nmodule caterpillar move forward, each module’s DOF1 goes through a series of positions and
the synchronized global effect of these local motions is a forward movement of the whole
caterpillar.
CONRO modules communicate with one another using IR transmitters and receivers.
When a module is connected to another module via a connector, the two pairs of IR
transmitters/receivers at the docked connectors will be aligned to form a bi-directional
communication link. Since each module has four connectors, each module can have up to four
communication links. The IR transmitters/receivers can also be used as docking proximity
sensors for guiding two modules to dock to each other during a reconfiguration action. A selfreconfigurable robot can be viewed as a network of autonomous systems with communication
links between modules. The topology of this network is dynamic because a robot may choose to
reconfigure itself at any time.
In parallel with the hardware implementation of the CONRO robot, we have also used a
Newtonian mechanics based simulator, Working Model 3D, to develop the hormone-based
control theory, with the objective that the theory and its related algorithms will eventually be
migrated to the real robots. Working Model 3D is a three-dimensional dynamics simulation
program. Using it, a designer can define objects with complex physical properties, including
mass, coefficient of friction, moments of inertia, and velocities. Constraints among objects
include rigid joints, revolute joints, and linear constraints, including rods, springs, and dampers.
User-defined forces, torques, actuators and motors are also available. A more detailed
description of the simulator can be found in [10].
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Hormone-based Distributed Control

One of the approaches previously used for controlling self-reconfigurable robots is a
centralized gait control table [8]. Although it is a comprehensive and simple mechanism, it is not

designed to deal with the dynamic nature of robot configuration. Gait controls must be set up in
advance, and every time the configuration is changed, no matter how slight the modification, the
control table must be rewritten. For example, if two snakes join together to become one, a new
control table must be designed from scratch. A simple concatenation of the existing tables may
not be appropriate, because their steps may mismatch. Furthermore, when robots are moving
over rough ground, module movement on each DOF cannot be determined at the outset.
To increase the flexibility of controlling self-reconfigurable robots, we have designed and
implemented a new control mechanism based on the biological concept of hormones. Similar to
a content-based message [11, 12] and [13, 14], a hormone is a signal that triggers different
actions at different subsystems and yet leaves the execution and coordination of these actions to
the local subsystems. For example, when a human experiences sudden fear, a hormone released
by the brain causes different actions, e.g., the mouth opens and the legs jump. Using this
property, we have designed a distributed control mechanism that reduces the communication
cost for locomotion controls, yet maintains global synchronization and execution monitoring.
Formally, a hormone is a type of message that has three important properties: (1) it has
no destination but floats in a distributed system; (2) it has a lifetime; and (3) it can trigger
different actions at different receiving sites. The actions caused by a hormone may include
modification and relay of the hormone, execution of certain local actions, or destruction of the
received hormone. In terms of functions, hormones can be classified by their purposes. The
following two subsections explain how hormones can be used for action specification and
synchronization. Other uses of hormones, such as dynamic grouping of subsystems, are
described in [15].
3.1

Hormones for Task Specification

The unique properties of hormones make them ideal for specifying tasks in a distributed
system with near-minimal communications. Consider the locomotion of a caterpillar (a chain of
modules) as an example. Each module "shifts" its current state and action information to the next
module in the chain so that the action performed by a module m at step t is the action to be
performed by the module (m-1) at step (t+1).
A hormone message can be designed to accomplish this task specification. Assume each
module has a local gait table that contains values for DOFs and an index to the table that
specifies what local action is to be performed by the module. Upon receiving a hormone
message h(x), where x is the current index of the gait table of the sender, a receiving module can
decide its own index, y, by looking at its own local state information. For example, if the
receiving module is not an ending module, then it will perform the action indexed by y and send
a new hormone h(y) to the next module. If the receiving module is an ending module, then the
module will perform the action indexed by y and send a synchronization hormone, s, to the
sender. With this procedure, if the initial caterpillar move task is given to the tail module, that
module will act as the hormone initiator (or a temporary local master) and generate a sequence
of h(x) messages, with different x values synchronized by the s hormone messages it receives.
3.2

Hormones for Synchronization

Synchronization is a general problem for distributed systems. In a master control system [8],
it is an operation with a high cost of communication. In a masterless control system [8], it
demands an unrealistic assumption that all modules’ internal clocks are synchronized.
In a hormone-based control system, solutions to the synchronization problem are
naturally suggested by the flexible interpretations of hormones. Since hormones can “wait” at a
site for the occurrence of certain events before traveling further, they can be used as tokens for
synchronizing events between modules. For example, to synchronize steps in a caterpillar move,
a synchronization hormone s can be designed to ensure that all modules finish their job before

the next step begins. When a module receives an s hormone, it checks to see if it is synchronized
with all the connected modules and determines whether or not its local actions are completed. If
yes, it relays the s hormone to the next neighbor; if not, it waits to synchronize with other
connected modules and/or to complete its local actions before it relays the s message. In the
above example, if such an s hormone has traveled from the head to the tail, then the tail module
can be sure that all actions in this step have been completed and the next h hormone is ready to
be sent. Furthermore, the generation of the s hormone at the head module can be triggered by the
arrival of a new h hormone, so that synchronization and action are coherently controlled by a
single mechanism.
Note that each h message will travel from the tail to the head, regardless of the number of
modules in the current configuration. This is an advantage over the gait control table mechanism
because there is no need to modify any module's software when a module is added to or deleted
from the caterpillar. Compared to the centralized control system with a standard message passing
protocol (which requires O(n2) message hops for each movement because n messages must be
sent to n modules), this hormone-based mechanism requires only O(n) message hops per
movement because only one h message is needed for a step, and each h message costs n hops.
The total time for an h(x) hormone to reach from the tail to the head is O(cn), where n is the
number of modules in the configuration and c is a constant processing time for sending out a
message. The total time for an s hormone to reach from the head to the tail is O(cn+L), where L
is the longest time needed for a module to complete its local action in the current configuration.
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Hormone Management

To effectively control a distributed system, hormones must be properly initiated and
managed. We view hormone initiation as another local action of a module, which can be
triggered by an incoming hormone or by some external sensor stimuli. In cases where hormones
are required to be generated in a sequence, once a module becomes a hormone initiator, it must
know the next hormone in the sequence. In the above caterpillar move example, the tail module
initiates the caterpillar motion and generates the first h(x) hormone. It must also know how to
generate the next h(x) hormone locally. Figure 2(a) shows a simulated six-module caterpillar
performing a caterpillar move.
In general, when a module becomes the initiator of a particular hormone H, we assume it
has the sequence H of H, along with an index variable Hi, in its local memory. To generate the
next hormone in the sequence, the module simply increments Hi = mod (Hi+1, |H|), where |H| is
the length of H, and then retrieves H[Hi]. To ensure the homogeneity of all modules (i.e., any
module can become the generator for any hormone sequence), we assume that every module
contains all sequences of hormones that are defined. To restrict the complexity, however, we
assume that no module can be the initiator of two or more hormone sequences simultaneously.
To implement this, we assume that each module has a local variable GaitType to indicate which
hormone sequence it is currently generating. A module stops generating hormones if GaitType is
set to null.
A module can become the initiator of a hormone sequence in two ways. It can be either selfpromoted or instructed. In the self-promoted case, a local sensor routine might be triggered by an
external stimulus and assign a value to GaitType in response to the trigger. In the instructed case,
a module assigns a value to GaitType because it is instructed to do so by a special hormone
trigger message. Similarly, a module stops producing hormones if GaitType is set to null, either
by self-promotion (because of an external stimulus) or by a special hormone-stopping message.

(a)
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Figure 2: (a) A Simulated Six-Module Caterpillar. (b) Gait Table for Caterpillar Move
At present, only the instructed way of triggering a module to be a hormone generator is
implemented.
Although one module cannot simultaneously initiate multiple sequences of hormones, multiple
hormones can be simultaneously active in a distributed robot system if they are initiated by
different modules. In the caterpillar move example, we see that modules are dealing with h and s
hormones simultaneously. Another example of this sort is a forward/turning motion. In this case,
one hormone coordinates the forward locomotion while another hormone manages the turning
actions of the modules.
As the final comment on hormone management, we would like to mention that the
number of possible hormones that can be defined in a robot is bounded only by the number of
local features that can be sensed by modules. The more sensors a module has, the more types of
hormones it can interpret. Of course, all of these factors are also bounded by the local
computational resources.
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Hormone Control Algorithm Implementation

This section describes the algorithms for gait control and reconfiguration. For the
purpose of better explanation, the two algorithms will be described separately, although they
share the same hormone-based principle.
5.1

Gait Control

The algorithm presented in this section is a unified implementation of the caterpillar and
spider gait control algorithms. During initialization, modules gather information about their
neighboring modules by sending a ‘neighbor detection’ hormone and marking those connectors
that receive a response from other modules as activeConnector. After that, modules wait to
receive hormone messages; in this example, the first hormone will be a ‘CaterpillarMove’ or a
‘SpiderMove’ gait control hormone.
To explain the algorithm, let us assume the hormone (task, ‘CaterpillarMove’) is sent to a
module. In order to initiate the gait, the receiving Module stores the number of its active
neighbors in outputLinksCounter and sends them an h hormone containing the index to the first
element of h.GaitTable and the connector identity (front, right, left, or back) through which the
hormone is sent. Then it will move its DOF1 to the index value in h.GaitTable. Figure 2(b)
shows the gait table used for the caterpillar move.
The receiver of an h hormone stores the local connector’s ID from which the hormone
was received in inputLink. Next, the receiving module uses the senderConnection and index
variables to select an index to its own h.GaitTable, send new h hormones to all active connectors
(excluding the one specified in inputLink), and start moving its DOF1. The index and

senderConnection variables specify the sender’s current state and the relative positions of the
two modules, respectively. If there is no active connector other than the inputLink, the module
finishes its action, sends a synchronization hormone, s, to the connector specified in the
inputLink, and deactivates itself.
In general, before a module can send back a synchronization hormone or initiate a new h
hormone, it must have finished its local joint moving actions and received an s hormone for each
h hormone that it has sent out. This way a module can make sure it is in synchrony with all
modules to which it has sent h hormones.
initialize();
when received (hormone(task, t)) do
inputLink = null;
moduleStatus = Active;
if(t == ‘CaterpillarMove’)
gaitType = h;
if(t == ‘SpiderMove’)
gaitType = p;
initiator = true;
currentIndex = 0;
outputLinksCounter = sizeof(ActiveConnectors) ;
if(outputLinksCounter > 0)
initiateGait(gaitType,currentIndex);
when received (hormone(gaitType, index, senderConnection)) do
inputLink = the connector from which the hormone was received;
moduleStatus = Active;
currentIndex = getNextIndex(gaitType, index, senderConnection);
outputLinksCounter = sizeof(ActiveConnectors) – 1;
if(outputLinksCounter > 0)
for each connector ∈ ActiveConnectors and connector ≠ inputLink do
send(connector , (gaitType, currentIndex, connector));
actionDone = false;
moveJoints (gaitType, currentIndex);
else
synchronize();
when received (hormone(s)) do
inputLinksCounter++;
synchronize();
procedure initialize()
ActiveConnectors = set of connectors that are connected to other modules;
inputLinksCounter = outputLinksCounter = 0;
moduleStatus = InActive;
gaitType = null;
initiator = false;
procedure initiateGait(gaitType,index)
actionDone = false;
for each connector ∈ ActiveConnectors do
send(connector , (gaitType, index, connector));
moveJoints(gaitType, index);
procedure synchronize()
if (inputLinksCounter == outputLinksCounter and actionDone == true and moduleStatus == Active)
if(initiator == true)
currentIndex = getNextIndex(h,currentIndex, null);
initiateGait(gaitType,currentIndex);
else
moduleStatus =InActive;
inputLinksCounter = outputLinksCounter = 0;
send(InputLink , s);

procedure moveJoint(gaitType, index)
mointor (v = valueof (DOFs))
when (values of DOFs are equal to values given in gaiTtype.gaitTable(index)) do
actionDone = ture;
synchronize();
procedure index getNextIndex(gaitType, index, connector)
if(gaitType == h)
if (connector == ‘FrontConnector’)
return mod(index++,h.gaitTable.length());
else return mod(index--,h.gaitTable.length());
if(gaitType == p)
if (index == Right)
return Left;
else return Right;

Figure 3: Hormone-based controller for caterpillar and spider gait control
Note that this algorithm is homogeneous for all modules, which is an important way to
limit the complexity of a distributed system. If every module ran a different control algorithm,
then the whole robot would be too complex to control and debug. In addition, modules are not
required to have identification numbers, and any module can be a hormone initiator.
5.2

Reconfiguration Control

The following algorithm explains the task of growing a leg on the snake-shaped robot,
which is the core for reconfiguration. To explain the algorithm, let us assume the hormone (task,
‘GrowLeg’, rightSide) is sent to one of the ending modules. It will send a reconfiguration
hormone to its only active connector. The moduleCounter variable keeps track of the number of
participant modules between the initiator module and the module at the other end, which is
called the ‘performer module’. Then the performer module calculates the value for the joint
angles of all participant modules in order to create a near-regular polygon and send the value
back to them. After that the performer module performs the search and connect operation. The
search operation uses the IR proximity sensors to find the best alignment for the two connecting
modules.
initialize();
when received (hormone (task, t)) do
inputLink = null;
moduleStatus = Active;
if(t == (‘GrowLeg’, rightSide))
initiator = true;
send(ActiveConnector,(reconfig, rightSide, 0)
when received (hormone (reconfig, side, moduleCounter)) do
moduleCounter ++;
inputLink = the connector from which the hormone was received;
moduleStatus = Active;
outputLinksCounter = sizeof(ActiveConnectors) – 1;
if(outputLinksCounter > 0)
for each connector ∈ ActiveConnectors and connector ≠ inputLink do
send(connector ,hormone (reconfig, side, moduleCounter) );
else
requiredJointValue = the joint angle for as many module as moduleCounter to make a near-regular polygon;
if(moduleCounter != 0)
moduleCounter --;
send(InputLink ,hormone (setJointAngle, DOF1, requiredJointValue ,moduleCounter) );
moveJoint(DOF1, requiredJointValue);
search&Connect();
when received (hormone ( setJointAngle, dof, requiredJointValue , moduleCounter)) do

if(moduleCounter != 0)
moduleCounter --;
send(InputLink ,hormone (setJointAngle, dof, requiredJointValue , moduleCounter) );
moveJoint(dof, requiredJointValue);
search&Connect()

Search to find the local maximum value of the proximity sensors;
Connect;
Disconnect from the other end module;

Figure 4: Hormone-based controller for the reconfiguration task.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a new approach for controlling self-reconfigurable
robots using the biological concept of a hormone, and reported our current theory and
implementation of this approach. Preliminary experiments on our existing CONRO
reconfigurable robots have shown that this approach has very promising potential.
There are many future research directions we can take from here. In particular, we would
like to explore the possibility of having hormones carry not only control signals, but also control
programs to be executed at different sites. New methods must be developed for generating the
right hormones at the right time, and for collaboration and negotiation between simultaneously
active hormones. We will continue to exploit the new opportunities made possible by our
CONRO prototype robots in order to develop a complete theory of hormone-based control.
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